
298 APPEAL FROM SCIENCE

Experiments in however narrow a walk, facts of whatever

minuteness, make reputations in scientific societies; all beyond

is regarded with suspicion and distrust. The consequence is,

that phuIosophy, as it exists amongst us, does nothing to raise

its votaries above the common ideas of their time. There

can therefore be nothing more conclusive against our hy

pothesis in the disfavor of the scientific class, than in that of

any other section of educated men."

This is surely a very strange statement. Waiving alto

gether the general fact, that great original discoverers in any

department of knowledge are never men of one science or

one faculty, but possess, on the contrary, breadth of mind

and multiplicity of acquirement;
-

waiving, too, the particu

lar fact, that the more distinguished original discoverers of

the present day rank among at once its most philosophic,

most elegant, and most extensively informed writers ; - grant

ing, for the argument's sake, that our scientific men are men

of narrow acquirement, and "exclusively engaged, each in

his own little department of science; "-it is surely rational

to hold, notwithstanding, that in at least these little depart

ments they have a better right to be heard than any other

class of persons whatever. We must surely not refuse to the

man of science what we at Once grant to the common me

chanic. A cotton-weaver or calico-printer may be a very

narrow man, "exclusively engaged in his own little depart

ment;" and yet certain it is that, in a question of cotton-weav

ing or calico-printing, his evidence is justly deemed more

conclusive in courts of law than that of any other man,

however mi:h his suprir in general breadth and intelli

gence. And had the author of the "Vestiges" founded his

hypothesis on certain facts pertaining to the arts of cotton

weaving and calico-printing, the cotton-weaver and calico'
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